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Student Council
·Supports APO

Lambda Chi Alpha was presented with the 12th Man Award at halftime of the last Miner
home football game on Saturday, November 11. The trophy is presented annually by MClub to the organization which best supports the Miner football team.
(photo by Tegethoff)
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STUCO Referendum I
Submitted to the "Miner" by the Student Counell

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
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In an effort to better assess the campus opinion
concerning the University Bookstore a general
referendum will be held by the Student Council. We would
urge all students to familiarize themselves with the facts
and opinions expressed concerning the bookstore, and to
then express their opinion by completing a referendum.
This referendum will be distributed by your individual
representative on November 16th and 17th.
I
I
In addition, the referendum will be distributed on
I
campus November 27th and 28th for those students who do
not have a representative or failed to fill one out earlier.
I
Tables will be located in the New Student Union, and in
I
front oUhe Library. .
I
It is strongly urged that you take advantage of this
I
opportunity to express your opinions
on this matter.
I
_____________ J

~-_----_------

EDitor's Note

I

, t

Students:
In the last few weeks, there has been much talk about
the proposed campus bookstore. I stirred up more pOinted
discussion on the matter with my EDitorial Comment that
appeared in the November 2 issue, and then tried to
present both sides of the issue (both pro and con) in last
week's issue. For this week's issue, I have tried to
summarize both arguments in another "pro and con"
E-Ditorial Comment section, plus following the EDitorial's
are facts concerning the bookstore. There have been
reasons why I have taken special care to present the issue
- both sides - to the students: There will be a Student
Council referendum concerning the bookstore to be
circulated starting Friday of this week . Without fair input
from both sides, the referendum results would not be
taken as valid. However, with fair input from both sides,
the referendum results cannot be disregarded due to
student "propaganda" .
This referendum gives students a chance to voice their
opinion on a controversial matter. Student opinion should
be considered with high regard by the administration, but
the opinion will not be regarded at all unless many of the
students vote. I am asking you to please vote on the
referendum. Whether you vote pro or con - vote.
Get out the vote for the students' voice!
Ed the Ed.

~

~

~

~
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At the Student Council
meeting Tuesday night, the
Council came out in favor of the
APO
Bookstore
running
separately from the proposed
university
bookstore.
The
resolution is as follows :
RESOLUTION OF
THE STUDENT COUNCIL
OF THE UNIVERS.ITY
OF MISSOURI-ROLLA
Passed 14 November 1978
WHEREAS, The service
fraternity Alpha Phi Omega has
operated a used bookstore on
the campus for a substantial
number of years; and
WHEREAS,
the
service
performed by Alpha Phi Omega
would be difficult to duplicate
by the University Bookstore,
due to the volunteer work of the
Alpha Phi Omega pledges; and
WHEREAS, the Alpha Phi
Omega
bookstore
would
represent only a fraction of the
proposed business of the
University Bookstore ; and
WHEREAS, the majority of
the students of the University of
Missouri-Rolla support the

Alpha Phi Omega bookstore's
continued operation;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT
RESOLVED that the Student
Council go on record as
supporting
the
University
Center Board of Directors
recommendation which reads:
That the service fraternity
Alpha Phi Omega be allocl!ted,
for the first three weeks of each
semester
beginning
with
student registration, a suitable
space, the location of which to
be
determined
by
the
University
Bookstore
Committee, for the purpose of
conducting a sale of used
textbooks, with the operating
procedures of this sale to be
determined by the Alpha Phi
Omega organization.
BE
IT
FURTHER
RESOLVED that the Secretary
of the Student Council be
instructed to send copies of this
resolution to the Chancellor; to
the Director of Auxiliary
Enterprises;
and to the
University Center Board of
Directors.

EDitorial
Comment
University Bookstore:
In Summary

Pro
Submitted to the "Miner"
By Steve Trels
As a new student member of
the University Center Board of
Directors, I feel the students
have not been presented with all
the positive aspects of the
University Bookstore proposal.
One of the major problems
facing the University Center is
the yearly deficit incurred in
the operation of these two
buildings.This problem directly
affects the students, since their
fees are necessarily increased
in order to compensate for this
situation. For this reason, I
believe any proposal that can
help reduce the deficit of the
Center
without
reducing
student services is in the best
interest of all studen ts.
The bookstore is such a
proposal. It has been predicted
that the store could generate
$50,000 toward the reduction of

this debt. But, for sake of
discussion, let us assume that
this figure is optimistic and only
$30,000 is actually generated.
Even this figure would generate
funds equivalent to a $6.00 per
year increase in student fees. I
view this type of . income
generation as being a definite

Con
By ED LATIMER
In summarizing my stance
against the bookstore, let us
again start by taking a look at
the main reason for it: money to
pay orr the bond indebtedness of
the Student Union. The question
I raise is will it raise anywhere
near the estimated $50,000
predicted?
As was stated last week, Mr.
Zink expects the bookstore to
gross $750,000, when the two
existing bookstores gross about
$550,000 on the high side. Also,
Mr. Zink plans to acrue $50,000

service to the students, since it
helps reduce the amount of
student fee increases required.
Although
this
income
generated by the bookstore is
significant, it is equally
important that students retain
an adequate input into the
(continlJed on p. 4)
profit off his operation when the
two in town gross less than half
of that. Assuming that the
university bookstore did as well
as both bookstores in town
have, Mr. Zink's figures fall far
short of what could possibly be
hoped for. . (In addition, the
other two bookstores will take
away some of the profit.) Why
didn't Mr. Zink check into his
figures more before submitting
the proposal for approval? Why
did the Chancellor accept Mr.
Zink's
figures
without
questioning them? Do we as
students want Mr. Zink, who
has obviously not even checked
into his estimates for validity,
to operate such a bookstore?
Since the big profit in the
bookstore business is not books
( continued on p . 4)
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Thursday
HELIX
HELIX, UMR's life science club will present H. Neal
Grannemann, M.D., as a guest speaker on
Thursday, November 16 at 7:00 p.m. In Room 121 of the
Chemlstry·Cbemlcal Engineering Building. Dr.
Grannemann Is the pathologist (lab director) at Phelps
County Memorial Hospital and the coroner of Phelps
County. He bas entilled his talk "Petting, etc." and will
discuss Improving one's healthful attitudes, positive
addiction and tbe cost effectiveness of being healthy. A
question and answer session will conclude the meeting.
HELIX cordially Invites all Interested to attend. Dr.
Granneinann Is an Interesting as well as entertaining
person.
NOTE: Dr. Grannemann gave a similar speech to
Wesley Foundation last winter but due to bad weather
several were unable to attend.
IWC
Independent's Weekend Committee OWC) will be
holding a meeting at 7:00 p.m. on'Thursday, November
16, 1978 In Room 117 of the Civil Engineering Building.
We need representatives from all Independent
Organizations to help plan the Independent's big party
weekend which will be held on April 27 and 28, 1979.
Committee chairmen will be selected at this meeting so
come if you are interested. If you have any questions,
call Steve Ford at 364·3703.
PHOTO CLUB MEETING
There will be a Photo Club meeting Thursday,
November 16, at 7:00 p.m. in the Ozark Room of the
Student Center West. There will also be a group slide
presentation. Everyone is welcome. f

Sunday
DELTA SIG SPAGHETTI SUPPER
Come to the Delta Sigma Phi spaghetti supper from
four to eigbt Sunday, November the nineteenth. Meal
Includes salad, rolls, and all the spaghetti you can eat
with drinks provided. Even your favorite beverage at a
mere guarter a draw.
Yes, you can have all this for only two dollars.
CHI EPSlLON
Chi Epsilon, the Civil Engineering Honor fraternity,
will be holding Its Fall, 1978 Initiation and Banquet on
Sunday, November 19,1978. The Initiation will be held In
Room 114 of the Civil Engineering Building at 4:30 p.m.
followed by the banquet at 6:00 p.m. out at Lions Den.
An interesting program is planned for the banquet and
all members and faculty are urged to attend both the
Initiation aIld the banquet. Tickets for the banquet can
be obtained from any officer or from Professor Jerry
Bayless, Room lOB CE, 341-4462.

Monday
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING SEMINAR
Dr. Robert Roussin, '62, Radiation Shielding
Information Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
will conduct a nuclear engineering seminar Monday,
Nov . 20, 3:30 p.m., Humanities·Social Science G·5. His
topiC is " Radiation Shielding Information Center: A
Resource of Radiation Transport Technology."
Refreshments will be available at 3: 15 p.m.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING SEMINARS
Chemical Engineering seminars are scheduled for
Monday, Nov. 20 and Tuesday, Nov. 21. Dr. W.
Tauscher, Sulzer Brothers, Ltd ., Winterthur,
Switzerland, will speak Monday, Nov. 20, 1:30 p.m.,
Chemlstry·Cbemlcal Engineering 140, on "Static
Mixers."
The following day, Tuesday, Nov. 21, Robert Sparks,
Washington University, will discuss "Augmentation of
Artlflcal Kidney Function" at 4 p.m. In the same
location.

CHEMISTRY SEMINAR
"Rare Earth Sesqulsulfldes: Potential Solar Energy
Conversion Materials" Is the topic of a chemistry
seminar Monday, Nov. 20, 4:30 p.m .. Chemistry·
Chemical Engineering 125. Speaker Is Dr. John B.
Gruber, professor of physics at North Dakota State
University, Fargo. Refreshments are available at 4
p.m.

Tuesday
S.W.E
There will be a meeting of the Society of Women
Engineers on Tuesday, November 28 in Room 117 Civil
Engineering building at 6.15 p.m. Dr. George
Schowengerdt, a counselor at UMR, will speak on
"Stress and the Student". Plan on attending - it might
help you out on finals .

STUCO Blood Drive
Wednesday and
Thursday
November
29 and 30
.
Please Givel
.

CIRCLEK
There will be a Circle K meeting, Tuesday, Nov. 14 at
Sigma Nu. The meeting will begin at 7:30 p.m.
BALLET LESSONS
Rolla Park Board with the Phelps Co. Dance
Association announces the opening of ballet classes
with classes on Beginning, Intermediate, and Advanced
levels, taught by the Metropolitan Ballet of St. Louis.
Registration opens Tuesday, Nov. 21 in the Rolla
Public Library, 3·5 p.m. and 7·8 p.m. the first lessons
begin on Nov. 28th.

Wednesday
A.S.M.E. MEETING
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers will
hold Its November meeting at 7:00 p.m., Wednesday,
November 29 in 104 M.E. The guest speakers will be Mr.
Andy Dement and Mr. Jim Langford of the Oil Field
Products Group, Dresser Industries Inc., Houston,
Texas. The topic of discussion will be on "Engineering
in Oil Products". Everyone is invited and refreshments
will be served after the meeting.
New section officers will be elected at this meeting.
Anyone Interested In running for one see Dr. Lee in 226
M.E. Immediately. Door prizes of A.S.M.E. - T·shirts,
frisbees and a cooler will be given away.

For Your Late ' Night Pleasure

Noday
SIGMA GAMMA EPSILON
The National Honor Socie.ty, Sigma Gamma Epsilon
Is now accepting applications for membership. This
society includes over 70 chapters nationwide.
Applications will be accepted from those persons
studying Earth Science - Engineering related subjects
(Mining, Metallurgy, Petroleum and Geology), who
have completed at least 12 credit hours (3.0 GP.A) of
earth science-engineering courses and have an overall
GPA of 2.67 or better.
Applications will be available in Departmental
Offices in the Mining Bldg. Metallurgy (207) and
Norwood Hall (2081.

CONFESSIONS
OFA
YOUNG
HOUSEWIFE
Friday and Saturday Night
ll:OOp.m. at the RITZ
Adults $2.50
No One Under 18 Yrs. Admitted

CHESS TOURNAMENT
The Student Union Board is sponsoring a chess
tournament. Sign· ups begin November 10 and end
Ends Tuesday!
November 21. Sign·up sheets are ins'de the west
Shows 7:30 Only
entrance of the Student Union East. Play begins
Adults $2.50
November 27. First and second place trophies will be
Children S1.00
presented. For more Information call Pennie Nichols at
COLOR 8' Of. Lt \(
1-314·336-4691 or John Upchurch at 364·9823.
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••

PI.a cement OHice Bulletin
Sign·up Nov. 20-21.
Interviews Nov. 27·Dec. I
+Senlors: Note that the regular slgn·up dates are on
Monday and Tuesday only because of Thanksgiving
Vacation: Check Into these companies that are in St. Louis:
Carter Carburetor
Ramsey Corporation
U.S. Dept. of the Navy
Russell '" Axon
Kellwood Company
Washington University (for MBA degree)
Auto Controls.
+ December graduates remember to fill out FINAL
OFFER form In Placement Office - 2nd floor. Let us know
which job you accept.

_1
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Pavelka Chosen As
MinerOfThe Month

I
.., '

Blue Key National Honor
Fraternity
has
selected
Charlotte
Pavelka
as
November's Miner of the
Month.
Charlotte is the current
president of the SOCiety of
Women Engineers, which is
sponsoring "Engineering: The
Woman's Way." This is a
conference for high school
students to learn more about
engineering and UMR. It
was held November 8 and 9.
Charlotte has arranged for
women engineers from industry
in various parts of the country
to come tell about what they do.
Over 100 stUdents from all over
Mi.ssouri
attended.
The
conference has a banquet,
panels of women engineers,
discussion groups that cover all
phases of engineering offered at
UMR, and a lucheon. Charlotte

Sam Love, writer, consultant, lecturer and visiting
professor at Goddard College in' Vermont, will deliver
a lecture entitled "Visions of Tomorrow" Friday, Nov.
17, 8 p.m., at the University of Missouri-Rolla's
Centennial Hall in University Center East. Love
provides a unique perspective on future technological
alternatives. The lecture is sponsored by UMR's
Student Union Board. It is open to the public and there
is no admission charge.

UMR International
Talent Show Sunday
SOURCE: OPI

There are a total of 377
international students enrolled
at UMR this semester. They
represent
the
following
countries: Algeria, Bahamas,
Bangladesh, Brazil, Cameroon,
Canada, Chile, Republic of
China, Colombia, Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, Egypt,
Ethiopia, Finland, Germany,
Ghana, Greece, Hong Kong,
India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Jordan,
Republic of Korea, Kuwait,
Lebanon, Libya, Malaysia,
Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan,
Panama, Peru, Saudi Arabia,
Singapore, Spain, Sweden,
Thaiiand, Trinidad and Tobago,
Turkey,
United
Kingdom,
Venezuela and Vietnam.
The public is invited to come
inspect the displays from the
various countries, sample the
food
and stay for the
entertainment. There is no
admission charge.

International students at the
University of Missouri-Rolla
will hold an exposition and
talent show entitied "An
Evening Around ' the World"
Sunday, Nov. 19, in the St. Pat's
Ballroom, University Center
West.
The exposition, featuring
displays from the students'
homelands, will consist of such
as
slides,
native
items
costumes,
flags,
objects
illustrating culture and customs
and, in some instances, samples
of native foods. This portion of
the International Fair will open
at 3 p.m.
Later
in the evening,
beginning about 7 p.m.,
students from the various
countries will provide a
program of entertainment.
They will perform the music
and dances' native to their own
countries.

••
•••
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••
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new ideas to Zeta Tau Alpha as
their activities chairman. For
the first time, the sorority had a
Homecoming display and a
chapter retreat this past month.
Other Organizations: Tau
Beta Pi, Omega Chi Epsilon,
Alpha Chi Sigma, and AIChE .

has worked with mostiy
freshmen
and
through
committees, members have
to
become
opportunities
involved in SWE's program,
rather
than
just attend
meetings.
Charlotte has brought several

Newman"Spanish
.'

Mass Monday
A Spanish Mass, sponsored by
the Newman Center, will be
celebrated on November 20 at
St. Patrick's Church by Father
Dave Greha from Fort Leonard
Wood. Confessions will be heard
beginning at 6:30 p.m., followed
bv thp Moss at 7:00 p.m.

Refreshments will be served at
St. Pat's Hall immediately
following the Mass. All Spanishspeaking
students,
their
familes, friends, faculty and
anyone else interested is invited
to join the celebration.

News
Tvvelve ·UMR S tuden ts
Choosen For Who's Who
SOURCE : OPI
The 1978-79 edition of Who's
Who in Amertcan Universities
and Colleges will list 12 students
from
the
University
of
Missouri-Rolla. They will be
honored at a recognition
banquet Nov . 28.
These students were selected
by
campus
nominating
committees and editors of the
annual directory on the basis of
their academic achievement,
service to the community,
leadership in extracurricular
activities and future potentital.
Students listed this year were
chosen from more than 1,000
institutions of higher learning in
all 50 states, the District of
Columbia and several foreign
countries. The directory has
been published since 1934.
Students named this year
from UMR are:
Missouri
A.
Chesterfield:
Ethan
Chamberlain, son of Mr. and
Mrs. H.L. Chamberlain of 229
River Valley Drive, is a senior
in civil engineering. He has
served as vice president and
president of Pi Kappa Alpha
(social fraternity), president of
Blue Key (national honor
fraternity), president of the
Interfraternity Councii and vice
president of the Student Union
Board. He is also a member or
past member of Alpha Phi
Omega (service organization).
Theta Tau Omega .(service
organization), Rollamo Board,
and the stUdent chapter of the
American SOCiety of Civil
Engineers. Ethan was a finalist
for IFC Man of the Year and
was named Kappa Delta
DaggerMan.
Festus: Andrew W. Cox. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice G. Cox
of 603 Sunshine Drive, is a
senior in mining engineering.
He has served as a secretary of
Sigma Phi Epsilon (social
fraternity),
treasurer
and
pledge trainer of M-Club
(athletic organization) and

president of Theta Tau Omega
(service organization). He is
also a member or past member
of the Student Union Board, the
student chapters of AIME:
Society of Mining Engineers
and the American Society of
Civil Engineers, and the UMR
football team. He has received
1st and 2nd team All-MIAA
football honors as well as
AIlHonorable
Mention
American honors. Andrew also
served as an Honorary Knight
of St. Patrick.
- Independence:
Alvin
J.
Fisher, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Fisher of 3010 Vermont, is
a senior in civil engineering. He
has
served
as
recorder
(secretary) of Sigma Nu
fraternity ,
secretary
and
president of Circie K (service
organization),
recording
secretary of Phi Eta Sigma
(honorary organization) and
Treasurer of Chi Epsilon
(departmental honor society).
He is also a member or past
member of the Student Union
Board, Campus Safety and Risk
Committee, Phi Kappa Phi, Tau
Pi
(honorary
Beta
organizations) and the student
chapter of the American
Society of Civil Engineers.
Jackson: Stephen P . Ford,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles S.
Ford of Route 2, is a senior in
civil engineering. He has served
as president of GDI (social
organization I
and
vice
president and president of the
student
chapter
of
the
American Society of Civil
Engineers. He is also a member
or past member of the Student
Union Board, Blue Key (service
organization), Phi Eta Sigma,
Phi Kappa Phi, Tau Beta Pi
(honorary organizations), Chi
Epsilon
and
Theta
Tau
(departmental honor societies).
Jefferson City: Russell L.
Goldammer, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Goldammer of 1434
Bald Hill Road, is a graduate
student in civil engineering. He
has served as vice president of

Beta
Sigma
Psi
(social.
fraternity) and president of the
St. Pat's Board. He is also a
member or past member of
Alpha Phi Omega, Beta Chi
Sigma (service organizations),
the student chapter of the
American Society of Civil
Engineers and Theta Tau
(departmental honor society).
Russell served as SI. Patrick
during the 1978 St. Pat's
activities at UMR.
Jennings:
Thomas
E.
Burbridge, son of Mr. and Mrs_
John Burbridge of 9109 Darnell
Place, is a senior in electrical
engineering. He has served as
treasurer, vice president and
president of Intercollegiate
Knights (service organization),
secretary and vice president of
Delta Sigma Phi (social
organization) and J.B.C. of the
Interfraternity Council. He is
also a member or past member
of Phi Eta Sigma and Phi
Kappa
Phi
(honorary
organizations), the student
chapter of the American
Institute of Electrical and
Electron Engineers an!! Chi
Epsilon (departmental honor
society).
Kansas City: Carma J. Stone,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David
Stone of 8602 Robandee Lane, is
a
senior
'in
chemical
engineering. She has served as
director and secretary of the
Student Union Board, secretary
of Kappa Delta sorority and
secretary of the student chapter
of the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers. Carma
has also served as the vice
president of the Daughters of
Diana. She is a member or past
member of Alpha Phi Omega
(service
organization),
Women 's
Residence
Hall
Chi
Association,
Omega
EpSilon, Phi Eta Sigma, Tau
Pi
(honorary
Beta
organizations) and the Society
of Women Engineers.
(continued on P9- 12)

Paget
EDitorial
Comment
Continued

U Bookstore•
PRO
( Continued from p. 1)
bookstore's
operation .
Provisions for this input have
been provided for through the
inclusion of student members
on the Campus Bookstore
Committee and the University
Center Board of Directors.
These
comm ittees
are
responsible for the policy and
operation of the bookstore and
allow for adequate student
representation - three studen ts
on the Bookstore Committee
and three student members of
seven total members on the
Board of Directors.
Evidence of the input
available to the students is best
illustrated by the University
Center Board of Directors
recommendation that would
allow the APO bookstore to
continue their service as they
have in the past. This motion
. was presented by Brian
Heuckroth, a student member
of the Board, seconded by
myself, discussed by the
committee and adopted. This
type of action is representative
of the manner in which students
can handle other specific issues
that may arise as details of the
bookstore operation are further
discussed by these committees.

Thursday , November 16, 1978

Tbe Missouri Miner
In conclusion, I feel the
bookstore would benefit the
student body as a whole, and
that sufficient provisions have
been made with which students
can handle any problems that
might develop.

EDitiorial
Com ment
Continued

U Bookstore:
Con

deal...and better servic,," can
the university bookstore offer
that the other two established
bookstores can't? As far as the
extra items like pennants and
sport jackets, there are several
placed in town where these
items may be purchased.
About the better utilization of
space, Chancellor Marc hello
stated that some of the rooms
usually locked on the second
floor of the union could be
opened up and turned into
lounging areas. This seems like
an excellent idea, but my
(Continued on p . _5)

Support Miner Advertising
Support Miner Advertising
Support Miner Advertising

-------- - - - - - -- - - - - - --- - -- - -- - - - - - - - . .

( Continued from p. 1)
and is ma inly from T-shirts,
pennants, etc. , this is most
likely where most of the profit
will come from. But the Candy
Counter has been doing this for
a long time, and has been
making only about $6,000 a year
profit in it. Even though it is
likely that the bookstore will be
much more attractive, will
it make that much more profit?
Now on to the other two
objectives of the bookstore: the
service to the students and the
better utilization of space.
Concerning the service to the
students, I raise the following
questions: Will it be a service to
the students to possibly
eliminate the other two
established bookstores and
leave the students only one
place in town to get books from?
If Mr. Zink 's bookstore indeed
is the only one left in town, and
Auxiliary Enterprises does
need more money.. .. Another
question is what "better

"

----------

Location .. _ Meaningful Career Involvement ... Advancement
Opportunities .
Compensation .
to me, these are the most important factors in choosing a career .

/

Final Exam Schedule

The flDaI exam period will begID Monday, December 11,1978, at 7:30 a.m.
and end at 5:30 p.m. Saturday, December 16, 1978. Common finals are
scbeduled for tbo8e counes IlBted In Section II below. Room 88slgnments
for common flDalB will be announced by the lnatructor.
The counes not covered In Sections I, II or III are to be arranged by the
lnatructor In cooperation with the students In that course.
I. Evening Course FlnalB are scbeduled for the evening session during
flDai week.
II. Common FlnalB (Room to be scbeduled by Registrar)
COURSE
FINAL EXAM TIME
Cbem Engr 10
Tbunday 1:00-2:00
Chem Engr 131
Tueaday 10:00-12:00
C Sc 73
Tueaday 3:30-5:30
C Sc 74
Wedneaday 7:30-9:30
C Sc 163
Tueaday 3:30-5:30
C Sc 218
Monday 10:00-12:00
C Sc 260
Tueaday 10:00-12:00
EE II A, B
Thunday 7:30-9:30
EEIIC,D
Thunday7:30-9:30
U II E, F
Thunday 7:30-9:30
USSA,B
Tbunday7:30-9:30
EE'JI11
Tueaday 10:00-12:00
EE 211 D, E
Tueaday 10:00-12:00
EE 231 B, C
Wedneaday 1:00-3:00
EE 151
Monday 10:00-12:00
EE 153
Friday 3:30-5:30
EE 2S5A, B
Wedneaday 7:30-9:30
EE W1 A, B
Tueaday 10:00-12:00
EE m
Wedneaday 7:30-9:30
EE m
Wedneaday 7:30-9:30
EE 281 B, C, G
Friday 3:30-5:30
EM SO, lSO,170
Wedneaday 7:30-9:30
EM 110
Monday 10:00-12:00
Geol Engr SO
Tbunday 1:00-3:00
HIat80D,F
Tueadayl0:00-12:00
Hlat m,112
Tueaday 10:00-12:00
Math 2, 4, 21, 22
Monday 10:00-12:00
Math 6
Wedneaday 1:00-3:00
Math 8
Tbunday 7:30-9:30
ME 204
Tueaday 3:30-5:30
ME 225
Tbunday 1:00-3 :00
ME 279
Wedneaday 1:00-3: 00
Pbys 21, 23, 24, 25
Wedneada y 1:00-3:00
P bysl07
Tbursda y 1:00-3: 00
III . Regular FlnalB
F irst Weetly Class
Final Exam Time
Meeting Time
Tueaday 7:30-9:30
Monday 8:30
Wedneaday 3:30-5:30
Monday 9:30
Tbursday 3:30-5:30
Monday 10:30
Tueaday 1:00-3:00
Monday 11:30
Monday 1:00-3:00
Monday 12:30
Friday 7:30-9:30
Monday 1:30
Friday 3:30-5:30
Monday 2:30
7:30-9:30
Monday
Tueaday 8:05 Or8:30
Monday 3:30-5:30
~ay9:30
Friday 10:00-12:00
",ueaday 10:30
Wedneaday 10:00-12:00
"'upsday 11:05 Or 11:30
Thursday 10:00-12:00
l'
ayI2:30
Friday 1:00-3:00
.... eaday 1:300r2:05

l

~\\

1\" _~_ _ _

I want to live in a good area of our country . I want to spend my time making a tangible
contribution to our society and receive a salary that honestly reflects my capabilities .
I want the absolute best opportunity for my own development as a professional
Engineer. That's why I chose Detroit Edison
I'm not from Michigan, but I couldn't imagine a better p lace to live . Sure , Detroit's
the automotive capital of the world, but there 's a whole lot more to Michigan than
Detroit - lakeshore beaches, trout filled streams , excellent snowmobiling and
skiing centers . Michigan 's really a four-season vacationland. Once I saw how
beautiful these two great peninsulas are , I knew I wanted the Michigan lifestyle .
Speaking of beautiful natural resources , did you know that Detroit Edison is
continually involved in the research and development of alternative energy sources,
programs that keep pace with our growing energy requirements whi le maintaining
environmental compatibility. Being involved in their long range Nuclear Power
Plant development projects means I'm part of the team that's helping to meet
tomorrow's energy problem before it's a problem . Clearly , the energy industry is
the field of the future and future planning is .

... Detroit
Edison Today!"
IF YOU'RE A GRADUATE ENGINEER
Industrial - Electrical - Mechanical
DETROIT EDISON WILL BE ON CAMPUS
Tuesday, November 28, 1978
This is a n exce lle nt op portun ity to p la n for you r fu t ure wi th o ne o f the nati on's
leading energy resource development corporations .

IMMEDIATE INFORMAL INTERVIEWS
For adva nced conSIderatIon, forward detailed resum e In complete confIdence to
DETROIT EDISON COMPANY, 2000 Seco nd Avenue. DetrOIt . M I 48226
Equal OpportunIty Employer M/ F
'.
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Background And Facts
Behind The Bookstore
Submitted to the uMlDer"
By Brian Heuctroth,
SUB President
After having considerable
contact over the past two weeks
with the UMR student body,
several campus leaders, the
Chancellor, and the UniverSity
Center Board of Directors, of
which I am presently a
member, I feel that the facts
concerning the
University
Bookstore issue are not widely
known or understood, and so in
the following paragraphs I shall
try to impartially present the
history of the bookstore
proposal and the decisions of
the University Center Board of
Directors concerning this issue.
At the October 19th meeting
of the University Center Board
of Directors last year, a sub·
committee composed of Mike
Foster, Student Union Board
President, Frances Hauschlidt,
Secretary of Student Council,
and Jess Zink, Director of
Auxiliary Enterprises was
appOinted
to
investigate
methods of meeting the
University Center financial
obligations.
This
sub·
committee
produced
five
proposals, one of which was the
creation and development of a
University Bookstore. This and
the other four proposals were
submitted to the Chancellor for
approval. Interim Chancellor
Pogue did not act upon the
bookstore issue, but shortly
after
assuming
office
Chancellor
Marchello

requested that a thorough
proposal
be
prepared
concerning
a
University
Bookstore. Jess Zink prepared
the current bookstore proposal,
which
is
available
for
inspection upon request, and it
was approved by the Chancellor
on October 10,1978.
Included in the bookstore
proposal is a timetable.
Scheduled in this timetable are
the selection of a Bookstore
in
Advisory
Committee
December, the hiring of a
bookstore manager in January,
the establishment of the
bookstore
poliCies
and
procedures (pricing, format,
etc.) by the Bookstore Advisory
Committee and the Bookstore
Manager from January through
March, the initial opening of the
bookstore in June, and full
operation by August IS, 1979.
The
Bookstore
Advisory
Committee will have three
student members, one each
from the Student Union Board,
the Student Council, and the
Association
of
Graduate
Students, and will have one
representative each from the
Bookstore, the UMR Business
Office, the UMR Purchasing
Office, and the faculty, and will
be chaired by the Director of
Auxiliary Enterprises.
Due to the considerable
concern expressed about the
future operations of the Alpha
Phi Omega' Book Exchange
Service, the following motion

was introduced at the last
meeting of the University
Center Board of Directors on
November 14, 1978:
" I move that the University
Center Board of Directors adopt
the following policy: That the
service fraternity Alpha Phi
Omega be allocated for the first
three weeks of each semester
beginning
with
student
registration, a suitable space,
the location of which to be
determined by the University
Bookstore Committee, for the
purpose of conducting a sale of
used textbooks, with the
operating procedures of this
sale to be determined by the
Alpha
Phi
Omega
organization." This was passed,
4 to I, and, subject to t~e
Chancellor'S approval, Will
become a binding official
policy.
As far as I know, that is the
"State of the Union" so far.
There was, is, and will continue
to be considerable student input
to the University Center Board
of Directors and the Bookstore
Advisory Committee. I am
encouraged by the amount of
student interest in this issue and
feel that if this interest
continues, the current and
future problems with the
University Bookstore issue will
be solved to everyone's
satisfaction.
Brian Heuckroth
President, SUB

EDitorial
Comment
Continued

U Bookstore:
Con
(continued from p. 4)
challenge still stands: Can the
administration
get
these
lounges in by the time
construction starts on the
bookstore (January) or at ieast
by the time it opens (next
Augustl?
Perhaps one of the biggest
arguments
against
the
University bookstore is the
local merchants of Rolla. As
was stated last week , their
support of UMR students is
evident
through
their
contributions,
donations,
services for organizations,
window stickers, etc. Now here
comes the university with its
bookstore, openly admitting
that it intends to attract 75
percent of the students to its
bookstore, leaving 25 percent
for the other two in town .
Whether it does attract 75
percent of the students is not the
question: The question is why is
the University opening up a
bookstore in competition with
two town bookstores and
admitting that they intend to
seize 'l4 of the market? Can the
two other bookstores survive
with 25 percent of the market to
split between them? And what
about other stores downtown
that sell shirts, spot jackets,
etc., to students? The bookstore
certainly isn't going to help
their business any either. The
university should show more

consideration towards the town
of Rolla .
It seems to me that the
bookstore has been advertised
to the students as a better
service and better utilization of
space in order for the students
to accept it. The university
intends to make a big profit off
of this, when actually they will
make very little profit (one
must also remember that the
cost of constructing the
bookstore has to be paid off,
too) . It is questionable wbether
the bookstore will be that much
of a better service to the
students,
and
the
local
merchants of Rolla are sure to
suffer.
Do we really need a
university bookstore?

BEER MUGS
and
ICE BUCKETS
make jolly
Christmas gifts
and so do our
African art sculptures
Beatrix Potter figures
paper weights
and
pendulums

decorators
walk
Hauck Drive
by Brunos

Come taste 0 ympia's World.
The right way to pour beer never changes. Since the dawn of
organized brewing back in 800 A.D., brewmasters have urged
discriminating drinkers to pour straight into the head, and not into
a tilted receptacle.
Although blantantly defiant of sacred collegiate tradition, the
original method has the meritorious advantage of producing a seal
between the head and the drink itself, trapping the carbonation
below. The beer doesn't go flat. The method remains true.
When it comes to pouring beer, the brewmasters were right from
the beginning. When it came to making beer, so was Oly. Skill and
ingenuity just can't be improved upon. Some things never change.
Olympia never will.

©f1~[J)~

&-cr Joc~n't gl't any better. "

Deleo Distributing
Cuba, Missouri
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ALL COUPONS AND
SUPER SPECIALS

GOOD THROUGH

WED., NOV. 22
CLOSED
THANKSGIVING

Lb.

5119
CHUCK QUALITY

2lBS.O RMOAELB. SI.39

8ge

WINE

&
LIQUORS

® "'".,..

~~:s '·I0Il1 STEAKS

lb.
PORTERHOUSE STUltS lit

eless Ham

Hens

lac
t "" TO 2lB. AVERAGE

HALF HAM LB . SI .IS

79
5289 @
~,~:.. P..IE 'GIll SAUSA" 51

n ."

179

5
Lb.

lb.

1i01 OR REOUlA!!

Hamm's BEER
12 pack 12 oz. cans

$2

JUICY

59

EASY·lQ·P EEL

Tangerines

~18jlEoo

HEARTY BURGUNDY.
CHABLIS BLANC OR

Gallo Red Rose
Wine ........ $2 B8 so.7.oz.

00
~ LSin
.. ,. 10
For 51
.~

80 PROOF

Old Taylor
Straight ........

t429 Sth

fLORIDA

Whlte·Mlrsh

80 PROOF

Smimoff
Vodka .......... t479 Sth
ALL VARIETIES

Manischewitz
Wines .......... $1 98 Sth
CANADIAN

SEAGRAMS V.O. $7"Qt.
IN OUR ROLLA STORE ONLY!

Grapefruit

3 F'~ 100
.·... 8 $1 19

,l:~;.

4aSh.

@ i;~~E~';I~CS;;~uts
@ Dole Mushrooms
~ "HANDY SNACK TREAT

®Red Grapes

Far

F~;~hG;~~n Beans
B~;~~;i{s;:;~~s

,. · QIFT ' OfOOO DTASTE
N ... TlOI.... l'SDElUlE

Fruit Baskats

i:°I~iifio~S~;C~t;;t;

U.S . NO . l #II llPURPOSE

Rod Potatoos

R~dD;ltd~us Apples

R:d G;;;~;~it
N

3 ~o 8g e
8 51 39

FI~;id:AS~E:.t Corn
S::;tp~tTlt~~I;Y

tD.

Lb .

lb.

49 C

S9
S9

C
C

S 69C
Fe<

lb.

29C

Fo<

PER COOKWARE STAMP
WITH EACH 13.00 PURCHASE

.t.

With Het. 13.00 pure h . . . , fC"oI
MtlUed to
purch ••• on.eootwll ... "ampfor .... WhM you
ha•• flllad your Sa_ Brochur. with 30 atamp. ,
you will be pr_nlad wI1h an att,aelhoel, tift
bo)l;ad • pIK. cookwar. let .
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Moderation in A II Things?

Campus Alcoholism
By Carla Danzer

A Miner's Best Friend?

How prevalent is drinking on
college campuses and among
• persons our age living in
America? Statistics show that
approximately one-third of all
heavy drinkers are between the
ages of 18 a!!fL 24 - prime
college a'ge -ulnd that oveNlalf
of these 'heavy drink.. ~' are In
college or recently grl""" , led.
,ally,
<Heavy drinking, iI'
Implies daj ~1 "
~n of
alcohol 'IlnJ~,.v" ..~ n five
drinks consumed per social
of
occasion. )
Hundreds
thousands of people, young
people who are new and fresh
Influential members of SOCiety,
are IncreaSingly indulging in
alcohol (since 1960, about a 42
percent increase of heavy
drinkers in the 18-24 year age
bracket) - but why?
Young adulthood is a time of
experimentation, and this time
occurs simultaneously with an
Increase in responsibility.
Increase in pressure and thus
the need for relaxation may

Sigma Gamma Epsilon
An - organization somewhat
dormant on the UMR campus is
staging a comeback. WHOWHAT? Sigma Gamma Epsilon
the National Honorary Society
for the Earth SCiences, is
experiencing a surge of new
activity. The ETA Chapter, the
fifth oldest chapter In the
nation, is revamping its Image.
Founded in 1915 at the
University of Kansas, Sig
Gamma was started in the
Department
of
Mining
Engineering. Of the Initial
members, eleven were mining
engineers and three were
geologtsts!! The objectives of
the Society as put forth in an
issue of Science were :
"A professional fraternity,
Sigma
Gamma
EpSilon,
devoted to the allied Interests of
mining,
metallurgy,
and
geology
-bas
been
Gamma
founded ... Sigma
EpSilon is the pioneer in this
field and plans to establish
chapters in leading universities
and scientific schools in the U.S.
The purpose of the new
organization will be to promote
a greater interest in the broad
fields of the allied sciences."

Epsilon Is to bring together the
honor students from each of the
disciplines.
Currently, membership is
small on the UMR campus. A
metallurgist,
several
geologists,
and
geologic
engineers comprise the active
members. Dr. Paul Proctor, the
faculty adViser, Is a long-time
associate and former national
officer In Sigma Gamma
Epsilon.
What does Sigma Gamma
offer to Its membership and
others on the UMR campus?
- Week-long field trips to
various parts of the U.S. (Last
spring-New Mexico)
- This spring - Wyoming
- Sponsoring of national
prOllUi!.!!nt speakers in the
Mining-Petroleum Industries
- Sponsor of Geology Merit
Badge
(Merit
Badge
University)

- Reference source book of
Earth Science literature
W.A. Tarr AwardExcellence in the Earth
Sciences (senior)
- Judging and awards for
science fairs
Membership
is
limlted ... outstanding stUdents
from
Mining,
Petroleum
Engineering,
Geological
Engineering, Metallurgy, and
Geology who have at least (2)
credit hours in Earth Science
related courses and a 3.0 GPA
in those subjects and a 2.6 GPA
overall may 'be eligible for·
admission to the Society.
Applications will be available in
the departmental offices in the
Mining building, Norwood Hall
(208), and Fulton Hall (207).

Students:

Vote.nThe
Referndum

concur with the increase iii
responsibility. Perhaps these
are a few reasons why more and
more young people are getting
into alcohol.
When one finally leaves .
home, whether to continue his
education, or to go to work, he is
exposed to a multitude of
different
and
interesting
stim uli.
Persons
never
previously initiated Into the
realm of alcohol consumption
will most likely be exposed to it
by
fellow
students
and
colleagues. This exposure may
lead to a habitual or addictive
use of alcohol, resultedly
padding the percentage of
heavy-drinking young adults.
The pressures ot school and
work could dictate a possible
preference towards alcoholInduced relief or relaxation.
Many parties given by our
budget-minded peers serve
beer - one of the cheapest and

most satisfying beverages
around. Any type of alcohol,
however,
can
initiate
a
breakdown of social inhibitions.
People relax after a few drinks.
Hangups
momentarily
disappear. Nervous at a party?
Have a few drinks and RELAX .
Regardless of the many
reasons, about five million of
today's young adults are heavy
drinkers. Not to say, however,
that many of these millions
don't indulge in introspection
and other forms of recreatlonrelaxation also. Realizing why,
when, and where one drinks
could lead to a healthier and
more beneficial attitude toward
alcohol. Drinking while driving
and sacrificing school, friends,
and meals for alcohol are no
way to enjoy this nation's most
popular (legal) drug. Party It
up, but don't over-indulge.
"Moderation in all things," said
Aristotle.

..................................................................'

Affirmative Action
College Press ServIee

While almost all of the schools;
said there is no difference in:
: A new survey shows that admissions requirements for;
: despite many schools' pledges minorities, 85.4 also said test:
increase
minority scores are not a major factor In:
: to
: enrollment, affirmative action minority admissions decisions.:
: in higher education admissions This "seems to Indicate that:
: programs is barely alive. A either
the
Institutions:
;National Association of College contradicted themselves or:
: Admissions Counselors survey aptltutde test scores are not a:
:of over 1,000 four-year schools major factor in determing:
:found that although 69 percent admissions for any students,":
:of the schools said they have an the report stated.
:
:affirmative action policy, most
Statistically, .
minority:
:of them didn't have formal representation In colleges has:
:procedures for admitting more risen only 4.7 percent between:
1969 and 1977 to its current 13.1:
:minorities.
.: For example :
percent, while minorities are:
: + 84.5 percent of the schools 16.1 percent of the overall:
:have no goals for the numbers population.
David
Kent,:
:of minorities they wish to president of the National:
:admit.
Scholarship Service al}d Fund:
: + 57.5 percent do not budget for Negro Students, isn't:
:monies for minority student optimistic about the proportions:
:recruitment.
catching up with each other.
:
: +90.6 percent have the same Kent
predicts
that:
: admissions requirements for restrictions from the Bakke:
: minorities they have for other decision will slow admissions:
: students.
office action even more. "Given:
: + 85.8 percent give minority their opportunity over the past:
: enrollees no extra time to 10 years in which there were no:
: adjust to college life before restrictions of any kind and:
: dismissing them for academic they only increase (minority:
: reasons .
representation) by five percent:
and given the current:
: The report, outlined in
: "Higher Education Daily," also situation where they have to sit:
: pOinted
out
apparent down and work out a plan, it:
: Inconsistencies
in
the seems likely to me that they'll :
: Importance of standardized test say 'we can't do this, '" Kent:
:
: scores to minority admissions. said.

'=
.....::'...... ".... ""'....... "... ,.... ". ,. ,. ,... '.,' .

.----:::::=::=~~---:~~:

~~.

From this humble start, a
national fraternal organization
has grown to over 70 local
chapters.
Locally,
with
the
departments
of
Mining,
Petroleum and Geological
Engineering, Metallurgy, and
Geology all teaching subjects
directly related to the Earth
Sciences,
UMR had
the
potential for establishing one of
the nation's best local chapters.
The purpose of Sigma Gamma
,J
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Happy Thanksgiving

FOOD FIGHT II
CPS RELEASE
As Lane Glaser remembers
it: "Some guy stood up and
yelled 'food fight!' and about
five other guys started throwing
food with him." Thus, Glaser, a
University of Texas-Austin
student became involuntarily
embroiled in a recent food fight
in an Austin Burger King.
During the melee, which
resulted in eight arrests,
Glaser's suite-mate "even got
hit bY!l cheese Whopper."
Glaser escaped with clean
clothes, but her story is only the
latest in the saga of the
runaway campus success of
National Lampoon's Animal
House. College students not
only want to see Animal House
(they've helped it make over
$17 million thus far), they want
to BE Animal House. Food
fights, in short, are becoming
very popular again.
It all started when Universal
Studios and National Lampoon
put on a dozen promotional toga
parties at various universities.
Then other college unions took
up the i(lea, and threw their own
campus toga parties
complete with unlimited beer,
jello eating contests, and John
Belushi look-alike contests all against the background of
"Louis,
Louie,"
with
unexpurgated lyrics.
Although there seems to be an
in Animal House-type

for example, were compelled to
warn dorm residents that
House-inspired noises and
drinking violations would result
in dreaded "white slips"), the
movie's most popular legacy
appears to be the traditional
food fight.
At Texas A&M, a dining hall
food fight caused $900 in
damages, and prompted the
resignation of three food
service
employees.
Eight
students were expelled from the
board program, recounts food
services
director
Ron
Blatchely, but not before
students began asking for
transfers to other dining
facilities.
So far, Blatchely says, food
fight action has been contained,
fight
but hardcore food
devotees have found other ways
to express themselves. Now
many can be seen engaging in
imaginary food fights in which
they pretend to throw -food -at
each
other,
Blatchely
explained.

from the

Miner Staff
•

The Last Great American Hot Dog Stand

Phone 364-5077

You've never heard of

KELLWOOD?!

They
add up•••

to cash.

YOU'RE PUTTING
US ON!

Coors has already
paid over $38,000,000
to the public for
aluminum beverage
cans. Get your share at
17¢ a pound.

In fact, you've been putting
us on for years. Since 1961,
KELL WOOD has been one of
the nation's leading consumer
products manufacturers makers of men's, women's
and children's apparel. We
make other kinds of soft goods
too!
Sound diversified? We are.
And we're successful too.
That's why, no matter what
your field of interest is, you'll
find the career you're looking
for at KELL WOOD.
With an eye toward the
future, we're always looking for
bright, talented people to join
our company . KELLWOOD
offers career opportunities in a
broad spectrum of fields.
You're never heard of
KELL WOOD? It's time you did!
Sign up for an interview today.
We'll be on campus
November 30.

-

Cash for cans.
"~ansda\l

209 W. 8th St.

Distributing

will purchase aluminum
beverage cans."
Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Third Sat. Each Month
10 a.m.-2 p.m.

18th & Frisco
Tracks
341-3838

~

KEUWOQI)

, \11

I:qual Opportullil\' I:lllplm'( 'r Mil'
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Classified Ads~1
FOR SALE : Two SRL 4-way speakers. $15().pr. Call Dave at 3648648.

REALI.Y UPSET!

HAPPY BIRTHDA Y Dave - Love, Lisa
FOR SALE: Pioneer SX-737 AM-FM stereo receiver. 35-wattsch. 2 tape mon oCall Steve - 364-7176.
WANTED : Girls to belp celebrate a 23rd birthday (1l-20)' Must
be attracted to athletes and have an Interest In candle making.
Nice personality unimportant, 341-7352.
AWARDED: Jim "Frank Burns" Puckett. the " Distinguished
Fireman of the Year" Award for his Valiant and tremendous
courage In saving Roddy "Sweet Buck" Rogers from a
devastating blaze In Kelly Hall.
This week the Lois "Pinhead" Cotton " Good Going, Guys!"
Award goes once again to House D. who is rumored to have set the
blaze in House B Sunday night, using the Sigma Nure annex sign
for kindling.
ATTENTION ALL UMR STUDENTS - The Chancellor has
declared Nov. 17th Miner Fag Day. All students should wear cut
011 shorts. a shirt with at least 3 buttons open, a windbreaker,
white knee socks, baseball cap. Additional information on the
proper attire contact Randy (Rowdl) , Room 301, Kelly Hall.

7

FREE STEAK DINNER for friendly cOoed. No strings attached.
No joke. Limited time only. Call shy male student at 364-8196.
SKI COLORADO : 6 days-5 nights in luxurious condominiums,
kitchened equipped, fully furnished. heated pool, sauna, and
whirlpool. 3 day 11ft pass with 3 full days of ski rental. Aspen (Jan.
8-13) $139, Winter Park (Jan. Hi) $129 and Vall (Jan . 8-13) $145.
For more Information contact Steve Fischer at 364-9823 or 3642067.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Johna,from S&M (and K also!)

~

FOR SALE: Two used bicycles, one needs brakes and tires, the
other just needs brakes. Both frames in reasonably sound shape.
$30 each or $50 for the pair. Contact Ward at 341-2274, or leave a
note at KMNR.

Groundwaves $4:
Ours is not to question why ...
We've
all
heard
this
statement at one time or
another under circumstances
as varied as Missouri weather.
And there are times when it
holds true; times when we must
have faith in what we are told to
do. Even if what we are told is
new and untested and seems to
be the worst possible thing that
could ever happen.
Genius is sometimes born of
insanity. Not everything follows
logically from proven ancestry.
And when a new idea is put
forth, an idea that seemingly
arose from the ashes of the
Earth, we, the most illogical,
irrational
. of
creatures,
immediately rise up from our
tranquil beds of stability and
normalty to battle this vile
beast back into the depths from
whence it came. However,
amongst us warriors exist those
who would be taken in by the
beast's offering of Change, and
we are defeated from within;
sometimes for good, sometimes
forevi!.
Whichever the case, we
warriors return to our shelters
and proclaim that what has
happened, happened for the
betterment of society. Then it is
back under the covers of
protection until the next beast
breaks through
the
bureaucracy, our first line of
defense, and we are once again
called upon to stand and defend
our changeless yet everchanging beliefs.
Truly, there are times when
ours is not to question why. For
after the dust of battle clears,
we accept what has happened
anyway. But how to tell when to
sit by passively and allow
Change to overwhelm and when
to stand and fight. Let he among
you who can answer this
question cast the first stone.

As I am sure you are all well
aware, next week is going to be
a shorter week school-wise than
other weeks. That means that
We are also going to take a short
vacation. Also I cannot say
therefore I will list what albums
are at this time known to be
scheduled for next week and the
week after the break.
Sunday 11-19 on "Blues for
Rolla" at 8 p.m., Jay McShann
"Last of the Blue Devils"

FOR GENERAL CONSUMrTlON: Good tunes, good vibes,
good radio. Find 89.7 on your dial and sit on it and spin with
KMNR.

Sunday 11-19 on "Changes" at
midnite
Woody
Herman
"Chick, Donald, Walter, and
Woodrow!'
Monday 11-20 at midnite ELP
"Trilogy"
Tuesday 11-21 at II a.m.
Crack the Sky "Live Sky"
Monday 11-27 at midnite
George Benson "Breezin'"
Remember the 29th Scroll ::
" Beware the beast Man .. . "

•...•...•.....................

.

~

:: DELICIOUS
~~~~~~~~
HWY. 63 S.MEXICO.

• MEXICAN
ROLLA
CITY •
STYLE:
:
FOOD
CLOSED MON.
. •••••••••• ••••••••••• • ••••• 4

HOOK AUTO SU PPLY

~'{)pjJ.

•

----

1047 Kingshighway Rolla, Mo.
364-8181

LOST: One pet lion, missing for two weeks. Contact Jell Darst
or Joe Howell in room 504 TJHA . Phone: 364-9906.

Calculators

Schaum's Outlines
UMR T-Shirts

CAMPUS
BOOK STORE
Come in and see our
wide selection of
Jewelry.

Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipm ent
Discount Prices To All
513 Hwy. 63 S.
364-5252

Watch For Our
WEEKEND
SPECIALS

WANTED: Donations for the TKE Keg Roll from Rolla to
Springfleld on Nove!liber 17-18 to benellt Muscular Distrophy. Call
anytime: 364-8115.

Including

-

" t

15 S

II

Joe Miner Ring

e 'J~;~~~~

715 Pine St.
Forum Plaza Shopping Center
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Put The Giving Back In Thanksgiving
Professor
Hardy Pottinger

to harvest and eat will give you
more and more seed to plant
and will make It grow so that
you can give more and more
fruit from your harvest. He will
give you much so that you can

A very wise man once said,
"He who gives seed to the
farmer to plant and good crops

A Tale Of Two Students
JoeMiner ,

Bill Miner
As we last left Bill, he had just
been harassed by five guys in a
pick-up truck at the drive-in
movie. So Bill and his date,
what, decided to go to Bruno's .. .
Bruno's was pretty crowded
since It was Saturday night. Bill
and What waited in the line to
get In. What entered first,
showing the bouncer her !D,
when suddenly It hit Bill.
"They're carding! And I'm not
21!" Bill tried to call after
What, to no avail. She couldn't
hear over the noise. He tried to
explain his plight to the
bouncer, but to no avail either.
He had to have someone go in
and tell her. He looked around
for the next person going in, and
saw the five people in the
pickup truck from the drive-In
movie pull up and get out to go
to Bruno's. Swallowing his
pride, Bill asked them . There
was a loud burst of laughter,
then the group assured Bill that
his worries were over, they
would go In and tell her.
Three hours later, a crushed
Bill Miner started driving home
He was really hurt about his
date that never got off the
ground. As he was driving
home, he saw the pickup truck
parked by the EAT house.
Looking inside the cab, Bill
couldn't believe what he saw:
What was inside there was
another guy! One of the ones
from the drive-In movie! Bill
stopped his car where it could
not be seen from the pickup
truck and got out, slowly and
quieUy shutting his car door ...

As we last left Joe he and four
of his pledge brothers had just
gotten too rowdy at a drive-in
and got kicked out. As they
were leaving, they saw this
guy's car who they had
bothered at the drive-in, and
derided to follow .. .
The car pulled into Bruno's,
and the pledges figure that they
could go out on the town and
still follow this guy; not bad. As
they all piled out of the truck,
they saw the guy standing at the
front door. As the group neared
him, he asked them, "Look, I
know you guys are the ones that
tripped me and shined that
flashlight in my car, and I'm
pretty hot about that still. But
my date's in there and I forgot
that I don't have my 21 !D card
with me. Coul you please go In
and tell her? ..
The group looked around at
ellch other and smiled. They all
had fake !D's, and assured that
they would go in and tell her
what had ahppened.
Joe was the first one to spot
her inside and went up to t~1l
her. They started talking, then
dancing, and one thing led to
another. Soon It was time to
leave, and Joe brought her back
with the rest of his pledge
brothers to the EAT house
where Joe dropped them off and
took his new-found date out for
something to eat in Harry's
truck . After they returned, Joe
parked the truck outside the
EAT house, and was just about
to make his move on the girl
when he spotted a car drive by,
stop, and pull out of sight.
Recognizing the car as the one
drive by the guy they. had
harassed at the drive-In that
night, Joe was prepared for
something ...

give away much," How true.
Add to that the familiar saying
that "Love isn't love until you
give It away." Not relevant you
say? What has farming got to do
with me, an engineer? Perhaps.
We are blessed In so many
ways that perhaps we just take
too much for granted at times.
Rather than worrying about not
having anything to be thankful

for
during
the
coming
Thanksgiving season, we should
perhaps be focusing instead on
the second half of the word
"Thanksgiving". Instead of
fretting that "no one loves me",
we should ask ourselves "Who
have I helped to love today?"
Instead of complaining about
the crummy world we live in (or
the crummy new bookstore>
ask, "What have I done todav tn

make my world a better place
to live in for those around me?"
lt doesn't take much. A
friendly smile to a stranger In
the hall, or help with a
homework problem when you
are really just too busy will do.
lt all starts with a seed. The
more we give, the more we
seem to get. Plant your seed.
Watch it grow. Then give it
away.

ENTER'I1IE

.------®I1\JlM]IP~----,
.
"~Ca.·toon

Caption Contest"
You crazy? Olympia's going to give you a cha nce to prove it.
Just write a caption thar 's crazy enough to match this cartoon.
You could win o ne of th ese prizes from your loca l Olympia
distributor. Or even th e original cartoon artwork by Gahan Wilson.
So come on , show us you're crazy enough to be
Ga han Wilson 's writer. You have nothing to lose bur
you r sa n ity.

Wtn the Crazy Cartoon!
Or some sensible, spendable cash.
Grand Prize - Gahan Wilson's original, Signed drawing
1st Prize - $100 in cash
2nd Prize - $75 in cash
3rd Prize - $50 in cash
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'Students:
Be Sure To Vote
In The Referendum

Make More
Of Yourself

.

Nfu\I E ___________________________________
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_________________________________
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Wasn't Saturday Night Live
great? The Grateful Dead.
Wow. Beats the pants off of
Meat Loaf or Devp. The death of
Rasputin really set me on fire.
What seemed like five minutes
of continuous skull-bashing by
Gilda and Dan left me out of
breath
'from
hysterical
laughter, only to be helplessly
doubled over when Rasputin
again rose up for more
punishment.
That's
probably not too far from what
actually transpired, Rasputin
was some crazy kind of a guy.
But the Dead were the best.
"Casey Jones" was so fine. Bill
Kreutzmann in a
tokin'
appearance was the only other
part (alas) played by any
member that I saw. I was
hoping for perhaps, say, Jerry
Garcia as new help in the
Cheeseburger Palace (Pepsi,
Pepsi, Pepsi, Trips!), or,
maybe, Samurai Headshop
(lotsa ideas there), or a special
Update News Music Feature
with Bob Weir and Phil Lesh.
One question arises however;
was the guy yelling "Grateful
Dead, Grateful Dead!", the
same guy who yells "Whipping
Post!" on the Allman Brothers
"Live at the Fillmore East"
album?
It
should
be
investigated and suitable prizes
given away.
If you didn't enjoy the Dead's
performances on TV, or don't
like the Dead in general, it is
this writer's firm, although
somewhat unqualified, opinion
that you have missed several
basic ideas behind rock music,
and generally, at best, are a
'tolerable musical distraction
that doesn't make messes in the
house,
Seriously,
though,
the
Grateful Dead have been, and
still are, one of .the most
consistent
and
influential
shapers of rock music, Without
understanding or aSSimilating
their contributions, to some
degree, serious deficiencies
must exist in a person's grasp of
today's music culture, a major
part of artistic expression in
Western SoCiety, The same
would hold true for whoever
doesn't "know" the Beatles, or
CSN&Y, etc. etc. To draw an
analogy, you can't be a
mathematician
without
understanding integral calculus
or differential equations. Not to
say that one can't appreCiate
good music without being a
Deadhead, but to get into the
subtleties of any music, it's
necessary to have some sort of
respect for the material first.
When was the last time you
heard a physicist say- that
Newton's Second Law is
"wimpy"?

•

Why get so worked up about
music? Because music has
become, rock music, anyway
(and I don't mean disco or Top
40 throwaway ear candy) the
media for social comment.
Music permeates the fabric of
American life completely.
Ideals are often set by music,
many of today's most popular
idols are musicians, and in

many cases, general public
opinion drift has been guided, or
even initiated, by music, These
messages have not been
received
by
those
poor
unfortunates who see music as
something only to pipe into their
environments as background
music. (Death to Muzak!)
Neither are these messages
received by those who chase
after each new thrill in the
music world. (Death to Hype!)
I say, listen for the content in
the music of today. Use your
brain to couple the pleasures
that music can bring with the

"y

\"'~.:r"-

of
immense
satisfaction
learning an(l growing, You have
complete control of what you
listen to, why not use that
control to further yourself
instead of stunting your mind,
I'm serious about music as an
influence on my head, Music is
pleasure. Music is a media.
Music is knowledge.
Go ask Alice, I think she'll
know,

,-------
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PON --------------,

$200 0
A ny 16" P'lzza
$1 00 OFF Any 13" Pizza

iI

I

One Coupon Per Customer Please

iL ______________
Offer Expires COU
Wed"PONNov,
22, 1978
__________

i

~'

Ward Silver
1735 N. Bishop
Rolla, Mo. 364-4544

P.izza.1nn,

.w,~ a fttling you're gonna Iix. us."e

PlAIN TALK

F
ARMCO ON
.FINDINGA : ••
How Government's spending can price you out of work
Inflation's danger is very real to you because it threatens
your chances of landing a job. We say our government , by
trying to give us everything we want right now, actually
causes inflation. Here's why.
If government collects enough taxes to pay its extra bills
as it goes, those taxes raise everybody's costs. You pay mo re
yourself in taxes on your income, And companies pay more
income tax and taxes on the materials and services they
have to buy, So everybody's tax bill goes up.
But as we all know, government is spending money even
faster than it can collect taxes, Everybody still pays, because government handles the deficit either by borrowing
money or printing it. Borrowed money costs extra to pay
the interest-and o ur national debt is now more than
$550,000,000,000. Extra printed money simply dilutes the
value of all the money in circulation. Either way, costs go
up for everybody-and that's inflation. You'll pay
$2.25 today to buy what a dollar bought oniy
20 years ago,
It now costs business $45,300 to
create the average Americanj·ob.
(Armco's cost is $57,520 .) Every
time the cost of a job goes up,
fewer jobs ca n be crea ted with
the same amount of money. Some
companies can't ea rn enough
extra money these days to
create so many new jobs.
This threatens your chance of
finding the job you want.
93,000,000 Americans now hold
jobs, But you're among 17,000,000
more men and women who'll be
looki ng fo r work in the next 10 years.

Plain talk about INFLATION
It's often fashionable to blame business and
la bor for higher prices. But that's tak ing a
result and making it the cause. The more government tacks on add itional charges, the higher
costs have to go. And the more governmenr spends

tomorrow's money today, the more prices rise to cover
the cost. Most of all , the more causes and tasks we insist
our government take on, the more money government must
spend to carry out our will . Our federal deficit is running
at least $60,000,000,000 a year, now. That's a million and
a third jobs we're missing, right there.
What can we do? We all have favorite programs we'd
like our government to spend money on, But maybe spending only what we've paid in taxes is the most important
service our government can provide us. If we could get
government to set priorities-with every worthwhile goal
in relation to all others-then maybe we could stop spending money so fast we create inflation .
Next time somebody says government ought to do something , think about the job you want when you finish school.
Then ask that person why you should give up your job
or buying power for somebody else's pet idea.

Let us hear YOUR plain talk about jobs!
We'll send you a free booklet if you do
Does our message make sense to you? We 'd
lik e to know what yo u think. Your
personal experiences. Facts to prove
or disprove our point. Drop us a line.
We 'd like your plain talk.
For telling us your thoughts, we'll
send you more information on
.issues affecting jobs. Plus Armco:S
famous handbook, How to Get a
Job. II answers 50 key questions
you'lI need to knol1' Use it 10 set
yourself apart. above the crowd.
Wrile A rmco. Educalional Relations
Dept. US. General Offices, ,Middletown. Ohio 45043. Be sure to include
a stamped, se'lf-addressed business-size
envelof!e.
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Who'sWho
(continued from p. 3)
Mehlville: Steven J. Treis,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C.
Treis of 4529 Sunbill Drive, is a
senior in electrical engineering.
He has served as treasurer of
Sigma Nu (social fraternity),
president of Phi Eta Sigma
(honorary organization) and
executive committeeman of the
Student Council. Steven is
serving as president of the
Student Council during the 197879 academis: year at UMR. He is
a member or past member of
Alpha Phi Omega (service
organization), Phi Kappa Phi,
Tau
Beta
Pi
(honorary
organizations), Eta Kappa Nu
(departmental honor society)
and the Sport Parachute Club.
Palmyra : James L. Sutton,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Orval
Sutton of Route 3, is a senior in
mechanical engineering. He
has served as treasurer and
first vice president of Beta
Sigma Psi (social fraternity),
editor of Blue Key (national
honor fraternity), secretarytreasurer of the student chapter
of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers and
president of Pi Tau Sigma
(departmental honor society).
He is also a member or past

Exhibition
The University of MissouriRolla Student Union Board is
sponsoring an exhibit of
paintings by Mary Lou Corn, St.
J ames artist, in the gallery on
the first floor of University
Center East until Tuesday, Nov.
21. Hours are 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
daily.
Born in Mexico, Missouri,
Mrs. Corn was an art major at
William Woods College in
Fulton. An early career as
homemaker and mother left
little time for painting, but she
is now able to spend more time
on her art.
Her
work
is
mostly
watercolor, although she has
done some work in charcoal,
pastel and oil. She has had onewoman shows in St. James,
Rolla, Jefferson City and st.
Louis. In 1976 she was featured
artist at the Meramac Museum
Annual Open House.
Her paintings hang in private
collections throughout the
country.
The puhlic is invited to view
the exhibit. There Is no
admission charge.

Recital
University of Missouri Rolla's
Clarinet Choir and Brass Choir
will present a concert Sunday
afternoon, 3 p.m. In the Mark
Twain Room of the University
Center East.
The six-member Clarinet
Choir will open the concert with
"Divertimento I" by F. Joseph
Haydn, followed by "Fireworks
Music" by George F. Handel,
"Entrata,
from
'Forest
Scenes'" by Robert Schumann
and "Prelude, Op. 11, No. 2" by
Alexander Scriabin.
After an intermission, the 11member Brass Choir will offer
"Three Madrigals" by Thomas
Morley,
"Overture,
'The
Barber of Seville'" by G.
Rossini, "Walking Tune" by
Frederick Werle, "When I Can
Read My Title Clear" adapted
by Dwight Gustafson and "A
Trumpeter's Lullaby" by Leroy
Anderson.
Dr. David Oakley, associate
professor of music, is director
of both instrumental groups.
The public is invited to attend
the concert. There is no
admission charge.

member of Gamma Alpha
Delta (service organization),
the student chapter of the
Society
of
Automotive
Engineers and the Sports Car
Club.
Rolla: David G. Winter, son
of Mr. and Mrs. 'R.V. Wolf of
1504 Scenic Drive and the
Reverend Donald Winter of 1108
1st Ave., North, Denison, Iowa,
is a senior in civil engineering.
He has served as vice president
and secretary of Pi Kappa
Alpha (social fraternity) as
well as pledgemaster, rush
chairman and vice president of

the Midwest Region of Pi Kappa
Alpha National, president of the
of
the
student
chapter
American Society of Civil
Engineers and treasurer of Chi
Epsilon (departmental honor
society). He is also a member
or past member of the
Interfraternity Council, Blue
Key
(national
honor
fraternity), Gamma Delta
Society (religious group) and
Phi Eta Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi
and Tau Beta Pi (honorary
organizations) .
Shrewsbury:
Mark
S.
Pfitzinger, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James F. Pfitzinger of 7525 Well
Ave., is a senior in chemical
engineering. He has served as

and
secretary-treasurer
president of Gamma Alpha
Delta (service organnation)
and secretary-treasurer and
president of the Intram ural
Managers Association. He is
also a member or past member
of Blue Key (national honor
fraternity),
Kappa
Alpha
(social fraternity), Omega Chi
Epsilon
(honorary
organization),
the student
chapter of the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers
and Theta Tau (departmental
honor SOCiety>. Mark was
named Outstanding Wrestler at
UMRin 1977.
Spanish Lake: Lawrence W.
Wetzel, son of Mr. and Mrs.

Melvin A. Wetzel of 1628
Kemper, is a senior in
engineering management and
mechanical engineering. He
has served as president of the
Thomas Jefferson Residence
Hall Association, publicity
chairman and pledge master of
M-Club (athletic organization)
and vice president of Blue Key
(national honor fraternity). He
is also a member or past
member of the Housing
Advisory Board, the Men's
Residence Hall Association, the
Engineering
Management
Association and the Rugby
Club. He is aiso captain of the
UMR wrestling team.

Mountalneerlng #7.

PROFICIENCY
TEST
Oh sure, injured indignation. "A quiz?" you protest, feigning ' ignorance. Well sir,
what do you think these mountaineering1 lessons have been all about? That's rightknowledge, and the aooumulation thereof. So put your gray matter on red. alert and
start cracking. Here's where you move to the top of the mountain. Or get left at base
camp. And, by the way, remember that the difference between the two is all inyour head.
where you put your toDgue
to the test. Arrange three
glasses, two ord1na.ry beers
and one Busch in front ofyour~.~~ self. Ask a friend to blindfold
you and pour each into a glass.
Sip all three, taking pains to
clea.ryour palate between beers
- either by eating a plain soda
cracker or lightly dusting your
tongue with a belt sander. .After
sampling each,idenWYthe mounta.1ns. Unless you'vejust returned
from the dentist with a mouthful of
novoca.1ne, this should be easy. Cold
refresbmentandnatura.lsmoothness
are your two big clues to the peak.

Drinking Busch beer IS
.knownaa:
(A) Sucklng'em up
(B) Dowrung the
maunta.inB
(C) Qua.f!l.ng
(D)Pea.k!ng
aru,L :.I9.M.BtIV

A mounta.1naer's best friend
IS hIS:

~

~? ~bondsma.n

C) MsJn squeeze
D) Free and flexible arm

.l/tIJqlau tnIOM BI ptrIitI Otfl
tIl tIO<J!1a "'1l1I1Oll1lM (a ) '-"IMBUV

Bennington Baxter-Bennington,
the noted flna.nclSr of mounta.1neer1ng expedit1ons, was fond
of~:
A) "The

~

prICe IS r1ght~
B) "Your check IS in the
C) "Keep all your 8B8BtB
llqultf'
(D) "Put thIS on rn;ytab,fena:'

.~

~

10tI ...... ~ Q4Oq1I JlOOl.Id
1qj1no'l'l uQ18aJutI&g (o'D'!!) :.I8M.StIV

The best place for a mounta.ineer to
ta.ke a roma.ntic RNR IS:
(A) Somewhere over the
ra.1nbow
(B) 24 hours from Tulsa.
(C) In the craggy pea.ks
CD) Deep in the hea.rt of Texas
"QAOt01
9OUIOO

tIO<J!1a "IVtI16.I9q.....rxn. "0 (D) '-'8OOBUV

You can recogruze a mounta.ineer
by hIS:

~

A)

Crampons
B) Sherpa. guideS
C) P1cka.xe
D) Foa.my moustache
,

99A.. :.I8M.BtIV

The most common reason for
mounta.1neer1ng IS:
(A) Because It's there
CB) Beca.use It's better than
noth1ng
(C) Because noth1ng IS better
(D) All of the above
·'lUTod9t11'88
en ewoo rre £am ){Wd Elq'l UO ':f'9'tfl
PlIlW tIl dlI9l{ 1I1I! ' ~ .fsJ{ •.IJD tlMO
STtt en aeqo.nnu 'Q0'ir,i[ a99'O'J"'B"ltTm

9q'l

A.x9.t.9 sawllI 'l'9lf.lQAMOttI UOUIWOO
ou Sl9.I9ttI,·9N:Xt'8 etnJO SUON:.IQtdS't[V

BcoriDg 10-13 correct: c0ngra.tulat10DB, bucky, your fJag wavee at. the summit. 7-10 correct: not bad
but there's room for improvement; run to the packa8e store and keep moUnteJneerlng. 4-7 correct:
don't mount.eJneer without an adult gu&rdl&n. Lees t.ba.n 4: who read thJs teet to you?

'Mounwneertng 1B the eolence a.nd a.rt of dr1nk1ng Busch. The tOI'I:n o~l8lIll""
cold, natura.lJy refreshing taste 1nB1de,

Don't juSt reach fur a beer.

1cy peaks sported by the laOel our.s1de a.nd perpetuates due to thB

BUSCH~ad

fur the mountains.

1628
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End Season atWarrensburg

Miners
Destroy
Lincoln 32-13
By CHRIS RANSOM

the second period after the
Miners had already established
The Miner football team had
a convincing lead. Lincoln
absolutely no trouble in
quarterback Donald Dunning
disposing of sixth place Lincoln
hit tight end Phil Mathis with a
University
last
Saturday
14-yard touchdown pass.
'afternoon at Jackling Field i!l
The Miners got that right
Rolla, winning by a 32-13
back after they capitalized on a
thrashing.
fake punt. Punter Jeff Walters,
The Miners jumped to a 20-0 usually at quarterback pOSition,
lead in the first half on a pair of was set in punt formation, but
one-yard runs by senior when he received the ball from
tailback Terry Ryan and a 36- center he saw Fischer wide
yard touchdown pass from
open and connected with him The UMR Cheerleaders put on a show at the last home game of the '78 season list
quarterback Louie Greer to completing a 33-yard scoring Saturday. They did a fine job all season and obviously had a good time.
fullback David Fischer.
pass. Tom Rosenauer missed
(Photo by M. Murphy)
The first UMR score by Ryan the extra point, his second of the record of 29 interceptions by
was set up after Greer missed a game, and the Miners left the intercepting three more passes
hand off and was forced to
half taking with them a giving them a total of 32
break the play and run himself.
respectable 26-7 lead.
interceptions.
Greer picked up 19 yards in the
Both teams went scoreless in
The Miners stand at 3-2 in the
mishap excursion. That set the
third quarter action.
MIAA and 7-3 overall giving
Miners up at the five yard line.
Lincoln got on the board them tentative third place
Greg Elzie, UMR senior
After two plays the Miners again when Dunning threw a 14- honors . Southwest stands at 5-0,
defensive end. has been
worked down to the one where yard touchdown pass to Ricky Northeast at 4-1, and Southeast,
selected by M-Club as this
Ryan ran the ball into the end King. Lincoln missed the extra Central, and Lincoln. all have
week 's Athlete of the Week .
zone for the score.
pOint attempt as they capped records of 2-3, while Northwest
Greg's defensive performance,
Ryan's second score came
their offensive efforts at 13 brings up the rear at a
in the Miner's last home game
after a 64 yard scoring drive
pOints.
discouraging 0-6. Northwest has
against Lincoln University,
with the big play of the series
Rosenauer iced the game for gone winless for the season as
resulted in a number of sacks
being a 27 yard pass play from
UMR on a pair of field goals at they have an 0-11 overall
and continuous pressure on
Greer to Fischer that set up the 27 and 37 yards out.
record.
Lincoln 's quarterback as the
score.
The defensive secondary
The Miners finish up the
UMR defense shut down the
Lincoln's first score came in added to their newly broken
season this Saturday facing
Tiger's offense to only 147 total
Central Missouri State in
yards. The Miners went on to
Warrensburg. The best the
post their seventh win of the
Miners could do is third place
season 32-13. Other standouts in
Buying and Selling U.S . and Foreign Coins
even if Northeast loses this
the game include : Joe Kinsella,
weekend to Lincoln. If UMR
Greg Elzie
defensive
tackle;
Bill
Gold, Silver. Sterling Coin & Stamp Supplies
wins and Northeast loses, the
Grantham, safety; and David
7th & Pine
Rolla. Mo.
364-4272
two teams will have identical
Fischer, fullback .
conference records, however
since Northeast had beat UMR
earlier this year by a score of 87 they will still take second
Male or Female-Some Travel·
place honors in the MIAA.
Great Team Party In May
Southwest is guaranteed first
60l.
place even if they should lose to
See
Coach Pease A t at pool
U RIB EYE
U Southeast

M-Club

Athlete Of The Week

ROLLA RARE .COIN

rGTOSTEAKHOUsr1
30n

n

nBaked Potato or Fries, Texas Toast

$2

'U

Swimming Managers Needed

n

FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER '
U
~
Pl,za Shopping Center
ROII"eJMO.
Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
7 Days a Week .

We invite you to try
Come in for the best
Italian food in town.

ForO:

tc::::=Ctc::::=C.c::=::::::>c.c::=::::::>c.c::=::::::>c
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It. bit 01
homestyle Italy

COUPON - - - - - - - - - - . . ,

T
shop

BEYS-=
PO
=====R

I

Only ~
$25.00 ~
With

z

o
:::J
o
U
0..

Coupon

--~--- ·COUPON -----,

Pizza Available!
Buy a large (14") pizza and
get a pitcher of beer or
soda fo r

$1.50

Rolla, Mo.

364·5495

~-------------------------~·
~~Se""*'*~~~sssssssss~

f eaturing Las agna
Mixed Dri nks

1020 Kingshighway Rolla
Phone 341-3322
Closed On Mondays!
L-----COUPON------Offer Expires November 22 , 1978

1003 Pine

Daily Luncheon Specials
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Swil11mers Launch
Season With
Intersquad Meet
By JOHN CROW

Last Thursday the UMR
varsity
swimming
team
launched its '71h'79 season with
intrasquad competition. The
teams, chosen by this year's
senior
captains
Matthew
Heinicke
and
Richard
Erickson, proved to be evenly
matched as the meet was won in
the last relay. Dick's Hot Licks
out-touched Heinie's Lower
Lips 61 to 51. The meet
definitely sent the Miners off on
an optimistic note as several
individual performances were
quite impressive at this early
stage of the season which will
end with the NCAA National
Swimming Championships in
Marquette, Michigan in March.
The returning talent of AIIAmericans Richard Erickson,
John Smith, Matt Heinicke and
Mark Ewers paced the squad
throughout the meet. Junior
John Smith won the 100 and 200
freestyles, Erickson dominated
the 200 back and Heinicke and
junior Mark Ewers touched 1st
and 2nd respectively in the 200
breast.
Ewers was also

victorious in the 200 individual
medley. Other winners for the
Miners were Phil Dancer In the
50 free and Jim Matthew in the
500 free. Freshman diver Ray
Gill won both the one meter and
three meter diving events. Also,
freshman
Paul
"Beanie"
Stricker, from st. James no ·
less, came out on top of the 1000
yard free and the 200 fly.
Several freshmen additions to
the swimming team should add
substantially to the team's
depth. Stricker will contribute
strength in the distance events,
and Gill, the Oklahoma State
High School diving champion,
will greatly strengthen the
diving squad, as will Doug
Coxon who finished 3rd in
Missouri State High School
diving championships last year.
Brian Bess and Carl Duke, both
members of Missouri's State
High
School
Swimming
Champion team, Parkway
West, will add depth to the
squad in the sprint freestyles
and butterfly events. Also, Scott
Lampert from Naperville, Ill.,
will contribute in the individual
medley events and backstroke.

With the returning talent,
freshman recruits, and coach
Robert Pease's innovations in
training technique developed on
his coaching trip to Brazil this
past summer, this team should
prove to be the most wellrounded in UMR history. This
Saturday the Miners will host
the 6th annual Miner Relays
starting at 10:00 a .m. at the
Multi-Purpose building. Come
on out and watch the Miner
swim team battle excellent
competition in teams such as
Arkansas, Missouri-Columbia,
Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale
and
Western
Kentucky, and see them off
toward their 6th consecutive
MIAA
Conference
Championship.

Forum II Hair Designers
For Men & Women
431 Hauck Drive 341-2668
Let us design
your style
for '79

Basketball
Ticket Sales

Mo. 1st
Place Winner
Rottler Design 79

Begin Nov. 16
The
1978-79
Miner
"Basketball
Roundup,"
a
season ticket sales campaign
has been set to begin Nov. 16
with a telephone canvass of the
community by local volunteers.
The goai o(the campaign is to
sell 500 season tickets for the
1978-79 season, according to Jim
Key, UMR Miner Booster Club
president.
"Attendance at the Miner
football games has averaged
about 4,400 and more than 7,000
saw
the
UMR-Southeast
Missouri State game," Key
says. "Miner sports really help
Rolla economically. Those in
the restaurant, service station
and motel business may receive

more direct benefits, but the
entire community benefits
when visitors come to twon.
"Increased costs have caught
up with the Miners, as with the
rest of us. Travel, food, lodging
and scholarships have gone up
faster than available money.
This is a way we can help, both
financially and with vocal
support at the games. "

10 Hour Hi-Fidelity Sale
Friday & Saturday-November 17th & 18th
Save now by doing your Christmas Shopping Early!
Here are a few examples ...
ChPIONEER
TX-6500 II

The Miners play 11 home
games this season, beginning
with Concordia College Dec. 1
and Westminster College Dec.
9. Season reserved tickets are
$20 and season South Balcony
tickets are $10. Children, age 612, are admitted for half price
when accompanied by an adult.

$1.75F.st, Quick Service

,

/

Cliff Dan Ken

r:~D;:;~:::~~:~;~~:p~,u0s l
!:

No, I'm not going to try to identify all these clowns.
But this is the 1978-79 UMR Varsity Swimming squad
that hopes to repeat as MIAA. Champs for the sixth
consecutive year. Now that water polo is over, all
efforts will be focused towards shaving off precious
seconds from their times.
( Photo by M. Tegethoff)

I
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8:00 ti ll 6:00 Dai ly Ti l l 5:00 Sot.
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Reg.
$350.00

SALE

TUNER

$199

$139
Reg. $195.00

SALE

MPION~
PL·51 8
DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE

$149

ChPIONeER
CHSOO
FRONT LOADING DOLBY CASSmE
TAf'E DECK

Reg. :b 175.00

SALE

®hettGo
~0C:md
@er.1teF
ahead and ask us" ... (
1(

Hwy . 72 at Pete Ave . • Rol lo . Mo . • 364 -7715

$139

November

1978

Rugby

15

"iI~
' .,-, ----

4fl~~~

Drops

~

Tough

The UMR Rugby Club was
defeated by Rockhurst last
Saturday by the score of 20-11.
The Miners scored first in the
bftterly fought contest on a
penalty goal by Greg Wehking.
Rockhurst went ahead shortly
after with a try. Rick Webb and
Bob Budenhoelzer accounted
for the rest of the Miners
scoring with a try apiece.
to
The
Miners
travel
Warrensburg to play Central
Missouri State this Saturday.
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II bet you didn't know I
I that at College Life your I
Did you know on 8-year old g irl helped
nome the Super Bowl game? When fool -

boll leaders were dec id ing whOI to call
lheir l inol champ ionship game. Sha rron
Hunl . a ·yeor old doughier o f lomor

Hun l. w ho owns the Kansa s City
hod been plo ying wll h th e b lock rub ber
bo ll called a "s u pe r bo ll " a nd from Ihal
s he gal the Ideo 10 s U9ge:u 10 he r Dod
,ha l pro footba ll could n ome lIS fin a l
gome Ih e Super Sowr lomor Hunt

mode 11'101 r ecomm end alton . and s.o Ihe
10 0

Bow l g am e r eally owes
"I tt e girl.

m, ho.d

'0

b. I••• o. bu'

0

Its

"nool •• .

lhOI hod only 400 s t udents In the who le
studenl body once pla yed in a major
loolba lt bowl g a me l The ' 9 21 Rose Bowl

game

fealured

W a shIn g ton

&

C a lifornIa

Jefferson

vs

Co l lege

Washlng'on & Jeff e rson had only a boul •
400 sluden ts a l Ihat lIme . And . rhey lIed

Ca lIfornia

In

Iha r ~~s~ Bowl

01 all the college football leams when . '
one was played In Ihe MOST posl · season
bowl games? Answer is Alabama whi ch
hos been In 31 They' ve played In 6 Ro s e

Bo wls . 7 O range Bow ls . Suga r Bowls 4
Callan Bowl s
3 l,be rl y Bowls . 2

. 'uobonne' .owl '.o~~ one Go.o • • o~'

policy pays on anything.1
leven . combat. flYing'l
skydiving. ovenells.
suicide. etc. Find out
more.

I
I

I

SHOTOKAN
KARATE
o f Rollo

364·7428

Ski Winter Park
3 Doy Lift Poss 3 Full Doys Ski Rentol
6 Doys / S Nights In Condominiums

• Home Team

Home

nome

P. O. BOX J882

$129 January 1-8

At

famou s

1009 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-5581

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. 08404

Game

,

'?ootdatt ';~ Rolla Craft-Hobby

SATURIlA Y NOVEMBER 18 l2'l8
fROBABLE WINNERS ! SCORES
PROBAID2 ~ ! SCORES
Akron •••••••••••.••• 21
Northern Iowa •••• :::--1
Albany.(Ga.) State ••• 21
.Fort Valley State •• 7
.Albany (N.Y.) State. 21
Springfield ••••••••• 14
ARIZONA STATE •••••••• 24
-OREGON STATE ••••••• 21
·ARIZONA ••••••••••••• 28
WASHINGTON STATE •••• 21
-Arkansas State •••••• 34
Lamar ••••••••••••••• 14
·ARKANSAS ••••••••••.• 21
TEXAS A. & M•••••••• 17
Ball State •••.•.••.•• 35
-Northern Illinois •• 14
BAYLOR ••••••••••••••• 28
.RICE ••••••••••••••• 14
·Boston U............ 21
Bucknell ............ 14
Ohio u •••••••••••••• 14
-Bowling Green ••••••• 28
BRIGHAM YOUNG ••.••••• 24
.UTAH •••••• • •••••••• 21
BROWN •••••••••••••••• 31
.COLUMBIA ••.•••••••• 14
·California Poly (SLO) 28
Boise State ••••••••• 14
Central Connecticut •• 28
-So. Connecticut •••• 14
Central Michigan ••••• 17
-Western Michigan ••• 14
-COLORADO •••••••.••.• 21
IOWA STATE •••••••••• 20
·CORNELL ••••• • ••••••• 17
PENNSYLVANIA •••••••• 14
West Chester State •• 14
-C. w. Post ••••••.••• 28
DARTMOUTH ••.••••.•••• 17
. PRINCETON •••••••••• 14
·Delaware State •••••• 21
LiVingst one ••••••••• 20
-Delaware .......... . . 21
Colgate ............. 14
-East Carolina ••••••• 28
Marshall ••.••••••••• 7
·Eastern Kentucky •••• 21
Morehead State •••••• 7
Eastern Illinois ••••• 24
. Western Illinois •• • 14
Eastern Michigan ••••• 21
- Illinois State ••••• 7
.East Tennessee State. 17 Austin Peay State ••• 14
-FLORIDA STATE ... . ... 17
NAVy ....... . ........ 14
Fresno State ....... .. 35
. I-daho ..... . .. . ..... 14
Fullerton State •••• • • 28
. Ca lif. Poly (Pomona) 14
The Citadel ••••.•••• 14
-Furman .............. 28
GEORGIA .............. 17
. AUBURN ............. 10
.Hawaii ••• • •.•.•••••• 21
Wyoming • • .•• •• •• • ••• 14
Hillsdale •••• • • • ••••• 21
. Indiana Central •••• 14
·Jacksonville State •• 21
Nor t h Alabama •••••.• 14
KANSAS ••.••.••••.•••• 14
.KANSAS STATE ••••••• l~
·KENTUCKY ... ; ..... . .. 17
FLORI DA ... . .. . ...... 1
.Kent State •••••••••• 21
Tol edo • •••• •• ..• ••.• 14
.Kings Point ••••••.•• 21
Wagner •••••.. .•..•
7
*Lafayette •• • ...•••• 21
!..ehlgh ••••..••••••••• 28
Drake •••..• • • ••.•••• 21
*Long Beach State .... 35
LOUISIANA STATE •••••• 17
MI SS ISSIPP I STA TE ••• : 4
Louisiana Tech •••.••• 28
*N. E. Louisiana •••• 14 .
Louisville •••.••••••• 17
*So. Miss i ssippi •••• 14
• MARYLAND ••••••.•• • • • 14
CLEMSON ••••...••..•• l~
.Massachusetts ••••••• 21
New Hampshire ••••••• 1
U. Texas (Arlington) .14
.McNeese State •••••.• 21
.MIAMI (FLA.) ••••••.• 24
SAN DIEGO STATE •• • •• 14
.MIAMI (OHIO) •••••••• 17
CINCI NNATI ••• • ••• • •• 14
MICHIGAN STATE •••.••• 49
*NORTHWESTERN ••••••• 7
.MICHIGAN •••••..••••• 24
PURDUE • • • • •.•.•••. • • 14
.MINNESOTA ..... . ..... 27
ILLINOIS ............ 14
. Howard U. (D.C.) ... 13
Morgan State .. .. ..... 14
·NEBRASKA ••••• • •.•••• 24
MISSOUR I . •• • . • • • • • ••
.New Mexico •••••••••• 21
Pa cifi c ( Calif.) •••• 1
North Car olina A. & T.14
*No. Carolina Central .17
*NORTH CAROLINA STATE. 21
DUKE. • . • •• • • • • • •• • • • 7
.NORTH CAROLINA •••••• 21
VIRGINIA •••••••••••• 14
*Northeastern •••••••• 28
Maine •••• • ••• • ••• • •• 14
.OKLAHOMA .::: •••••• • • 42
OKLAHOMA STATE ...... '1
·Paci fi c Lutheran •••• 31
Ea s tern Washington • • 14
*PI1:'1'tHlURGH •••••• • ••• 28
ARMY . . . ......... . ... 7
*Portland State •••••• 28 South Dakota State •• 21
Puget Sound •••.•••.•• 35
*Central Wa shington. 13
*Connecti cut •••.•.• • 113
Rhode I s l and •.•••••.• 14
*RI CHMOND ••.••••••••• 17 WI LLIAM & MARy ••••• • 4
RUTGERS •....•..••• • •• 17
*HOLY CROSS •• • • • •••• 14
Montana •. .• .. • . • ...• 14
*San Jo se State •. • ••• 21
*SOUTH CAROLI NA • .. . . • 24
WAKE FOREST •.••.•••• 14
s. E. Louisiana •• . ••• 21
*N . W. Louis i ana •• • • 7
SO. CA LIFORNIA .. .. . .. 17
*U . C. L. A• •••••• • • 14
*TEXAS TECH • • . • . . . • • 21
SO. METHOD IST • ••... . • 24
.S . W. Loui Siana •• . •• 28
So . Illino i s •• • ••••• 14
STANFORD • • .••••• • . • . • 21
.CALIFORNIA ••••••. • • 14
SYRAC USE •• •• .. • . • .•.• 28
*BOS TON COLLEGE ••••• 14
*Tennessee State •••.• 21
U.T enn. (Chattanooga) 14
Middle Tennessee •••• 7
*Tennessee Tech •••••• 28
*TENNESSEE ••••••••••• 17
MISSISSIPPI •••.••••• 14
·Texas Southern •••••• 28
Prairie View A. & M•• 14
TEXAS •••••••••••••••• 35
.TEXAS CHRISTIAN •••• 7
U. Cal.-Davis •••••••• 21
*Chico State •••••••• 14
U. MO.-ROlla •••.•••••
.Central Mo. State •• 14
·0. Nevada (t.V.) .... 3
o. Texas (El Paso) .. 14
U. Nevada (Reno) ..... 21
.Idaho State ........ 7
Ursinus •••••.••...••• 21
.F. D. Madison •••••• 7
·VANDERBILT •••••••••• 17 AIR FORCE ACADEMY • • • 14
*VIRGINIA TECH ....... 21
V. M. 1. ......... ; .. 13
.Virginia Union •••••• 42
Hampton Institute ••• 7
·Western Carolina •••• 35 Appalachian State ••• 14
*Murray State ••••••• 7
Western Kentucky ••••• 28
WEST VIRGINIA •••.•••• 21
.COLORA DO STATE U••• 17
Wi chita State •••..••• 28
.Indiana State •••••• 14
WISCONSIN •••••••••••• 21
.IOWA ••••••••••• • ••• 14
YALE ••.•••••••••••••• 17
.HARVARD •••.••.•••.• 14
SUNDAY
NOVEMBER
~~
~L FooTBALL __.___
ATLANTA .............. 16
· CHICAGO ............ 13
.BALTIMORE ........... 17
CLEVELAND........... 16
.DALLAS •••.•••••..•.• 20
NEW ORLEANS ••.•.•••• 16
. DENVER •••••••••••••• 24
GREEN BAY •••.•••.••• 17
LOS ANGELES •...••.••• 24
.SAN FRANCISCO •••••• 10
.MINNESOTA ••...••..•• 16
SAN DIEGO ••••••.••.• 14
NEW ENGLAND ..•.•.•••• 20
. NEW YORK JETS ••.••• 14
DETR OIT ••....••.•••• 13
· OAKLA ND •••..•..•.••• 20
*NEW YORK GIA NTS •••• 16 ·
PHI LADELPHIA ••.•.•••• 17
CI NC I NNATI •.•••.••.• 10
.PITTSBURGH ••..•.•..• 20
. KA NSAS CI TY •. , ..• ,' 20
SEATTLE •••••• ," ••.. , 21
BUFFALO ••..•••.. • .•• 14
*TAMPA BAY ••...••.••• 16
·WASHI NGTON .......... 20
ST. LOUIS .S ... .. .... 17
MONDA Y, NOVEMBER 20 lli§
MIA MI •.. • •.•.•• • •..•• 16
.HOUSTON ••••..•.•••• 13

or

SKI ASPEN $139 JAN. 8-13

.... - - - - COUPON - - - - ,

!I FREE!I
Hot Pie with the
purchase of
I ANY sandwich I

I
I

Offer Expires Wed., Nov. 22

I
I

-----COUPON----Open Till 12 p.m . Sun.-Thurs .
Open Till 1 a.m. on Fri. & Sat.
1202 N. Bishop 364-8998 Rolla. Mo.

4

LARRY VANCE

It

Our President

Your Rolla Electronic's Experts
If It's Electronic..•We Can Repair It

RANCO, INC.
Electronic Laboratories
807 Rolla Street
Rolla, Missouri 65401
364-4332
FRANK BURGESS
Lab Technician

Field Technician
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MIAA Standings

Southwest

SCHOOL

RECORD

OVERALL
RECORD

PTS/AVG

OPP / AVG

RESULTS

S.W. Mo.
N.E. Mo.
Mo.-Rolla
S.E. Mo.
Cent. Mo.
Lincoln U.
N.li. Mo.

5-0-0
4-1-0
3-2-0
2-3-0
2-3-0
2-3-0
0-6-0

7-3-0
5-4-1
7-3-0
6-4-0
2-7-0
2-7-1*
0-11-0

349/34.9
149/14.9
250/25.0
222/22.2
128/14.2
160/16.0
153/13.9

176/17.6
142/14.2
138/13.8
151/15.1
236/25.2
298/29.8
378/34.4

Beat
Lost
Beat
Beat
Idle
Lost
Lost

~lIM

Squeezes By
Northeast

FR~1

11/11/78

N.E. ~fo., 12-10
to S.W. Mo., 12-10
Lincoln U., 32-13
N.li. Mo.; 28-21
to Mo.-Rolla, 32-13
to S.E. Mo., 28-21

MIAA Statistics
TOTAL OFFENSE
SCHOOL
1. Sli
2. NE
3. C
4. SE
5. UMR
6. NW
7. LU
*Tota1

MIAA Release

TOTAL DEFENSE
NET
FD*
PLAYS
YDS.
AVG/G
SCHOOL
FD*
4248
226
732
424.8
112
I. NE
3272
172
770
327.2
2. SE
137
2812
154
649
312.4
3. UMR
158
665
2975
297.5
147
4. SW
181
2901
159
753
290.1
5. LU
177
746
2928
266.2
169
6. C
177
158
683
2660
266.0
7. NW
237
fir s t downs include those by pena lties.

All of the league activity is
Southwest Missouri State, schedule to start at 1:30 p.m.
assured of at least a share of the
Missouri
Intercollegiate
In other action last Saturday,
Athletic Association football SEMS overcame a 21-0 deficit to
crown, will try to nail down an slip past NWMS, in Maryville,
undisputed
championship 28·21, and UMR trimmed
Saturday at Southeast Missouri Lincoln, 32:13, at Rolla. NWMS '
State in Cape Girardeau.
finished its campaign with a i}II mark tying an MIAA record
Meanwhile,
Northeast for most setbacks in a single
RUSHING
Missouri State, which dropped a season.
12-10 thriller to the Bruins last
SCHOOL NO .
NAME
weekend at Springfield, must
beat Lincoln University, 2·3, in
NE
1. Mike Harris
289
Jefferson City, and receive help
UMR
2. Te rry Ryan
238
MIAA
NOTES
:
UMR
MORE
from SEMS, 2·3, in order to tie
SW
3 . J ohn Gianini
160
SWMS for the title. Going into led the nation in pass
interceptions
last
week.
The
the final week of the season,
Miners currently have charted
SWMS is 5-0, and NEMS, 4-1.
32 aerial thefts, a new school
. Rich Johanningmeier's Bears mark. SWMS has 226 total first broken NEMS's marks for
jumped in front of NEMS, 12·0, downs, bettering the old carries. NWMS quarterback
last Saturday after the first conference standard of 215. Kirk Mathews concluded his
quarter, and held off a late Lincoln's Ricky King, the top career with another school
surge by the Bulldogs, who pass catcher in the circuit, now record, most passing yardage
attempted an unsuccessful 45· has 45 receptions this fall, · 0,611), Teammate Brad Boyer,
yard field goal in the last five smashing the old Blue Tiger a junior receiver, shattered
seconds. The last time SWMS mark of 44 set by John Bearcat marks for most career
took top conference honors was McDaniel. Mike Harris of yardage ' 0,422) and tied
NEMS will try to continue his
1966.
another record for most single
assault on the record book. The campaign catches (37). Ron
in
the
MIAA
top
ground
gainer
In the third game on the
Taylor, who announced earlier
MIAA calendar this weekend, needs only 20 yards to erase
this fall this would be his last
"Paley"
Mills'
conference
Dale
Missouri·Rolla, 3·2, will visit
season at the NEMS helm, will
of
1,385
yards
on
achievement
Central Missouri State, 2·3, in
direct the Bulldogs for the last
Warrensburg. UMR could the ground in a single
time Saturday.
campaign.
Harris
is
only
one
deadlock NEMS for the
conference runnerup spot, if the carry shy of tying the MIAA
Miners win and the Bulldogs record of 290 rushing attempts
in one year. He has already
stumble at Lincoln.

PLAYS
609
650
725
738
739
635
84 3

NET
YDS.
2357
2444
2760
3341
362 9
3513
471 4

AVG/G
235.7
244.4
276.0
334.1
362 . 9
390.3
428.5

INTERCEPTIONS
NET
YDS.
1366
91 7
913

AVG . TD' s
4.7
6
3. 8
10
5. 7 . 12

NAME

1.
2.
2.
4.

SCHOOL

NO.

Bill Grantham
UMR
Craig Heath
UMR
Steve Oberweather
C
Horace Fedri ck
LU

9
6
6
5
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(The Originator Of The
•
•••
•
Student Finance Plan In
•
This Area)
•: Goafather's Pizza:•

108 W. 7th St.

Rolla, Mo. 65401

en

Rolla, Missouri

This plan allows the students upon approved credits
and job, to buy a new car with nothing down and
payments of $25 .00 per month UNTIL YOU ARE ON THE
JOB. This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has
sold over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating
students this way . See us for all the details . Also you
can use your own insurance or ours.

FORD-LINCOLN-MERCURY
This allows the graduating student to h ave a new car
befo re he graduat es , when he really needs it . " Th is is
a speci al d iscoun t progra m for st uden t s. We w ill be
g lad t o quote yo u a pri ce on a Ford o r 'V\ercu ry
produ ct ."
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Nobody makes a
bigger pizza than the
Godfather. Savory
sauce on a gorgeous crust, piled
high with whatever you want. Smothered
under a mountain of mozarella. Gettin' hungry?
Pick up the phone and ord er one.
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: Call Now: 364-3214

:

•
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Godfather's Pizza • Forum Plaza • Free Delivery
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